Issue 5 of 2021!

In this issue:
QOTD: Growth
E-motion Explored: irritated
Leadership Series (part 5)

Summer, Summer, Summertime…
What are your summer plans?
DYK we are going In-person again?
In July!!
See page 5 for links!

Coaches Corner – Dr. Jason Luchtefeld

What would you like to see from us?
How do you like the newsletter?

Calendar

Check Us Out!

More dates and locations for exciting projects
Coming soon (Chicago, Minnesota, Texas…)!

Please reach out through our website or email me
directly (Jason@Insperoteam.com) to provide feedback.

References for this issue:
Peak Performance
Wikipedia
Pexels
Primal Leadership
Youtube
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How often do you feel irritated?
Embarrassingly, I must admit that I’m easily
irritated. Some days it doesn’t take much – a room
wasn’t set up correctly, I’m running 5 minutes late,
that car in front of me isn’t driving fast
enough…you name it and I’ve probably been
irritated by it.
You?
As I’ve continued to be more at home with
experiencing these emotions (and feelings) rather
than letting them define who I am, a sense of calm
and relief arrives much quicker than it used to.
Now when I experience irritation I stop and take a
breath. Then I do a quick scan to note any
physical sensations. Finally, I acknowledge the
triggering incident, my reaction, and then choose
how I want to respond. Many times, my response
is to simply let it be. Occasionally, I will sit down
with a team member or family member and have a
conversation.

“Stress + Rest = Growth.”
“Peak Performance” Steve
Magness and Brad Stulberg
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E-motion explored:

irritated

What is the physical
sensation prior, during and
after this emotion?
This is a great opportunity to
journal if you are so
inclined…

Leadership is unique to the individual and their situation.

That is why we have decided to start the

Leadership Styles Series:
With this issue of the e-newsletter as the first, we will use the next five issues to cover the Emotional Intelligence-based Leadership
Styles based off the work of Goleman, Boyatzis, and Mckee. I am going to call this “Intentional Leadership” because, once you know
the styles, you will have the opportunity to choose how to use them in life and your practice.

Intentional Leadership
In their book “Primal Leadership,” Goleman, Boyatzis and McKee outline six leadership styles with a foundation in
Emotional Intelligence. Our emotions affect our ability to think and lead so improving our ability to recognize our
emotions and what triggers them will allow us to lead more effectively. Through better understanding of ourselves and
others we can utilize the six leadership styles (they all have a place in the complete leader) to maximize performance,
influence culture and set a trajectory for success.
The Six Leadership Styles are:

Visionary

Coaching

Affiliative

Democratic

Pace-Setting

Commanding

Coaching Leadership Style
Style in a phrase: “Try this.”
Underlying E.I. Competencies: Developing others, Empathy, Service & Self-awareness
Builds Resonance by: Connecting what a person wants to the organization's goals
When Appropriate: To help an employee improve performance by developing long-term strengths.
Overall impact on climate: Positive

The style is all about forming deep, lasting relationships with a focus on personal
development rather than task completion. Coaches help people identify their needs,
wants and desires and then form a plan together to achieve.
This style works best with team members that have some drive to excel and an
initiative for professional development. Using this style, the coach
will help the team member build self-confidence, improve their performance
and ensure work satisfaction.

To fully develop and utilize this style it will be important to gain experience in
coaching as well as a thorough understanding of the E.I. Competencies of
Developing Others, Empathy and Emotional Self-Awareness. This is not a style
where “fake it till you make it” will be effective.
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“User expectations are strongly
tied to past performance”
–Google
Expectations

Coaches Corner
With
Dr. Jason Luchtefeld
Have you noticed how much of your interpretation
of a circumstance is based upon your prior
expectation of it? You thought that root canal was
going to be easy, and it was; so, you are feeling on
top of the world. Conversely, you thought the root
canal was going to be easy, and it wasn’t; so, now
you want to quit doing root canals.
Now, after the first instance you will go into your
next root canal with more confidence. But with the
second instance, your confidence going into your
next root canal will be at the bottom of the barrel.
We have a peculiar knack for interpreting what is to
come based on what happened in the past. There
are instances where that can be of value (that crazy
curve on the MB of a 6-year molar). More often,
though, we associate things that should not be
associated. It’s time to start to appraise a situation
for what it is rather than any positive or negative
from the past.
In order to move in this new direction, we will
need to do a few things:
1. Accept that we can change.
2. Notice when expectation didn’t meet reality.
3. Use the noticing as a trigger to stop and
change our expectation.
4. Look at things with “kid eyes.”
5. Live happily ever after…
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Inspero Leadership Continuum Series
for the Central Texas AGD

See us Live or Virtually:
July 23, August 20, October 8
General info at:

Inspero Leadership
Register at:

RLF&A Events:
Southern California NPE – June 18-19

CTAGD

ASP – October 21-23
Advanced EI – November 11-13
frazeronline.com

See Ryan at the AADP
Members Only Meeting in
October for an interactive
round table discussion

June:
Tame the Lizard
RLF&A NPE
July:
CTAGD Session 1
August:

NEW
Virtual Course:
Tame The Lizard
June 18, 2021

CTAGD Session 2
September:
RLF&A NSC 20th
October:
CTAGD Session 3
RLF&A ASP 1
AADP Roundtable
November:
RLF&A Advanced EI

Find us:
www.insperoteam.com
Facebook
Instagram
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